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ABSTRACT 

We consider mid infrared (5 25 !lm) and terahertz (100 - 1000 !lm), room-temperature detectors based on a 
microcantilever/micromirror sensor of the radiation pressure. The significant enhancement of sensitivity is due the 
combination of non-absorption detection and a high quality optical microcavity. Applications for spectrometry and imaging 
is analyzed. It is shown that the radiation pressure sensor potentially has sensitivity at the level or better than the best 
conventional uncooled detectors. 

Keywords: Terahertz, cantilever, radiation pressure, micromirror 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Improvement of the sensitivity of detection in the mid infrared (5 - 25 !lm) and terahertz region (100 1000 /lm) is very 
important for many applications including remote sensing of explosive materials, chemical and biological agents, 
surveillance, night-vision, and medical imaging. Uncooled thermal detectors are very desirable because cooling systems add 
cost and cause reliability problems that are incompatible with most applications. Recently, significant progress has been 
demonstrated for uncooled thermal detectors based on microcantilever arraysl-4. Microcantilever systems are potentially 
more sensitive and have shorter response times than conventional thermoelectric and semiconductor solid state detectors. In 
conventional thermoelectric imagers the temperature rise in each pixel is measured electrically. The electrical connectivity to 
each pixel causes prohibitive complexity and cost. A rnicrocantilever-based imager could have full optical readout, 
eliminating readout electronics, a very attractive feature. Currently microcantilever-based detectors exploit the thermo
mechanical effect, in which a bilayer microcantilever illuminated by radiation exhibits banding due to the difference in the 
thermal expansion coefficients of the different layers. This measurement method has some limitations related to temperature 
fluctuations due to heat and radiation exchange with the environment. In the present paper, we propose to utilize the radiation 
pressure to measure the radiation power. This is less sensitive to temperature fluctuations. We showed recentll,6 that, using 
the radiation pressure, the microcantilever detector significantly improves the sensitivity of frequency modulation 
spectroscopy. One of the significant advantages of radiation pressure measurements is the possibility of using a high quality 
microcavity, which leads to a significant sensitivity enhancement due to this non-absorption mechanism of detection. Note 
that application of an optical rnicrocavity to absorption detectors leads to a moderate enhancement of sensitivity because 
absorption at the photosensitive surface affects the quality of optical resonator. We consider two applications: i) a 
narrowband heterodyne detector and ii) a broadband detector. The narrowband heterodyne detector could be used as a 
miniature spectrometer. The broadband detector potentially could be used as a new type of thermal imager. For narrowband 
detectors, a microcantilever senses the beats between the heterodyne field and the spectral components of the signal. The 
frequencies of those signal spectral components which we detect are shifted to the red and blue relative to the heterodyne 
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frequency by an amount equal to the cantilever resonance frequency. The spectrum of the signal can be scanned by tuning 
the heterodyne frequency. Fortunately, compact, uncooled far infrared solid state lasers are available7

,8. Application of 
standard microcavity techniques gives an additional increase.in sensitivity due to cavity enhancements of both the 
heterodyne and the signal fields. In the present paper, we describe the results of our theoretical analysis and numerical 
simulations of the microcantilever-based detectors schematically depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. We show that i) the proposed 
narrowband detector is expected to have a sensitivity higher than the typical sensitivity of conventional uncooled far infrared 
(terahertz) detectors, and ii) the broadband detector potentially has the same sensitivity as the best conventional uncooled 
thermal detectors with comparable pixel size. 
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Fig. 1. Setup of the microeantilever based narrowband heterodyne detector. 

II. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A NARROW BAND HETERODlNE DETECTOR 

Figure 1 shows a possible setup for a microcantilever-based narrowband detector as a radiation pressure sensor. This optical 
scheme is similar to that used for efficient laser cooling of microcantilevers9

,1O, which could cool these microcantilevers to 
their quantum mechanical ground states. The radiation of the heterodyne laser is mixed with the signal and sent through an 
optical waveguide, the other end of which is polished and coated with a high reflectivity material (for example a Bragg 
mirror). The coated waveguide end, in combination with the coated surface of the cantilever, form a Fabry-Perot optical 
resonator. The cantilever oscillations are measured by a Michelson interferometer. We use a model that describes the 
oscillations of the cantilever as a damped harmonic oscillator driven by light pressure and thermal noise. The fields in the 
Fabry-Perot cavity are described by resonator equations, which include damping and incident waves. The electromagnetic 
fields are written in the form 

(1) 

where Eh,s (t), OJh,s are the amplitude and the frequency of the heterodyne and signal fields, correspondingly. The slow 

field amplitudes inside the resonator satisfy the following equations: 

dEh,s 
- : (Eh,s - E2,s (t)), (2)

dt p 

2 
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where the damping time of the resonator is 27:;1 =(1-R)c/(2L.JR), R = R1R2 , R1,2 are the reflection coefficients of 

the fiber end and the microcantilever surface, correspondingly, and L is the average resonator length. In the case of steady

state field amplitudes, E~,s' are 

E~ = ----"-'--'--- (3) 
,s 1-Rexp(8h,s) 

In (3) To is the transparency coefficient of the waveguide end, E::': (t) are the external fields launched into the resonator 

(below, we will consider a more general case when E~,s are time-dependent), 8h,s = 2kh ,s (L +x) is the phase of the 

round-trip pass through the resonator; X is the coordinate of the microcantilever; and kh s are the wave numbers. 

The motion of the microcantilever is described by the equation for a harmonic oscillator perturbed by radiation pressure and 
thermal noise: 

(4) 

S 
where A =-.--, S is the area of microcantilever surface, m is the microcantilever mass; r is the damping rate, and F 

4nm 
is the thermal noise force. We assume that the difference between the heterodyne frequency and the signal currier frequencyis 

equal to the cantilever fundamental frequency lOo lOh lOs' We assume that the intensity noise of heterodyne laser is 

negligibly small. In Section III we analyze the influence of the intensity noise and derive the conditions for our assumptions 
to be correct. Thus, the first term on the right side of Eq. (4) is constant. It is known9 that this term leads to a steady state 
shift of the cantilever amplitude to a new point of equilibrium, and it changes the frequency and damping rate of the 
cantilever oscillations. Below we consider the time-dependent part of the amplitude X only. We take into account the phase 
fluctuations of the heterodyne laser field. (See Eq. (7).) We assume that the single mode heterodyne laser has a Lorentzian 
form of spectrum (7). To obtain an analytic solution, we use the Fourier transform equations corresponding to Eqs. (2.4). The 
Fourier transform of the interference term (the second term in the right side of Eq. (4)) gives the convolution of the Fourier 
amplitudes of the heterodyne and signal fields. 

ilOEh,s(lO) (Sa) 

+= (5b) 

A f d~ [Eh(~)E;(lO+lOo +~)+E:(~)E,(~ +lOo -lo )]+F(lO )/m, 

where the following Fourier transformations were used 

Eh,s(lO)= fE(t)e-'llIIdt, x(lo)= fx(t)e-illlldt. 

We assume that the signal is the stationary broadband field emitted by a thermal object. The 8 -correlated signal is given by 
the expression 

cS (E;t (lO)E':* (oJ)) == P, (lO)8(lO- oJ), (6)
8JZ' 
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where P, (m) is the spectral density of the signal power incident on the resonator. The heterodyne field is described as a 

stationary field with a Lorentzian spectral distribution. Although for many types of lasers the spectrum has a non-Lorentz ian 
form, our assumption does not limit the generality of our conclusions because we assume below that the laser line width is 
much less than the line width of the signal 

cS (Eex1 (m)Eext* (of)) =p. r h 8(m- of) (7)
81l h h h C1l(m2 +r~) , 

where ~ is the external heterodyne power. For the spectral components of the thermal noise force, we have 

(F(m)F*(of)) = 8(m of) kBT;r. (8) 
mo1l 

In (8) K =moi/; is the spring constant of a microcantilever, kB is the Boltzmann constant; and T is the temperature. 

Below we calculate the minimal measurable spectral irradiance (MMSI) using the equality~ 

(9) 

where (x; (t)) is the mean square amplitude of oscillations induced by the radiation pressure force neglecting thermal 

noise; and (X; (t)) =kBTl K is the thermal noise mean square amplitude. Note that the system of equations for a harmonic 

oscillator and the field in an optical cavity (Eqs. 5a,b) is nonlinear due to the nonlinear dependence of the field amplitude in 
the resonator on the microcantilever coordinate given by Eq. (3). We consider a linear approximation for the solution of Eqs. 
(5a,b). We assume that for realistic values of parameters the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is much smaller than the 
region of dispersion of the optical resonator. Our numerical simulations, presented below, confirm this assumption. In this 
paper we are not interested in the nonlinear regime of the cantilever vibrations (when the amplitude of the cantilever 
vibrations is larger than the length of dispersion of the optical resonator). The equilibrium position of the microcantilever 
can be chosen to provide the maximal field enhancement inside the resonator. In this case Eq. (3) gives 

(10) 

We assume that the line width of the heterodyne source, r h ' the microcantilever resonance frequency, mo' and the damping 

rate, r, are much less than the bandwidth of the optical resonator, 7:;1: r h ,mo' r« 7:;1. The frequency deviation of the 

signal spectral components from the heterodyne carrier frequency is of the order of mo' (See Eq. (12) below.) These 

frequency differences are negligibly small compared with the resonator line width. Thus Eq. (10) could be satisfied 
simultaneously for the heterodyne field and for the signal field. 

To calculate the mean square amplitude (x;(t)), we use the solution of Eqs. (5a,b) 

( II) 
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To calculate the square average of amplitude (x; (t»), we have to take into account that the spectral components of the fields 

Eh,s (CO) are Gcorrelated. Performing two integrations with [lfunctions, and taking into account Eqs. (7,8,10,11), we obtain 

the following expression for the mean square amplitude: 

T,4pr 
where B = 2 O h h 4 4' The integrals in Eq. (12) are calculated assuming that (i) r h «T;l and (ii) the signal 

41fm c 2 (l-R) Tp 

spectral band is much broader than the line widths of the heterodyne laser and the optical resonator. Consequently, when 

calculating the integral over COl in Eq. (12), we can take into account only the residuals of the denominator. Performing 

these straightforward calculations, we obtain 

X2 (t») = 41f~co~'fo4[~.(0) +~ (2coo)] . 
( (13) 

s c2K 2r(1 R)4 
According to Eq. (12) the microcantilever senses the sum of two spectral components corresponding to the frequencies 

COs =COh COo and COs =COh +COo' As assumed above, the signal bandwidth is much larger than the cantilever frequency, 

COo' In our later considerations we will assume ~ (0) =P. (2co )' Combining (9) and (13) we obtain for the MMSI o

kBTpdc2r(1- R)4 
(14)lrnin 

81f~'fo4 

where p is the density of the cantilever material, d is the thickness of the cantilever. We estimate the MMSI for values of 

parameters typical for two types of cantilevers. First is the thin and soft cantilever usually used for atomic force microscopy. 

Second is the micro-mirror with a very high coefficient of reflection utilized in the laser cooling experimentslO,ll. 


Example 1. In the case of a thin and soft cantilever, the typical values of parameters are: p=2.33 x103kglm3 
, 


d 60nm, r=21fx102 
S-l, 21fx108 

S-l, and 2=1O,um, T=300K, R=0.95, 'fo2 =0.1, andr h 

~ =10-3 W. For these values of the parameters, Eq. (l4)gives MMSI 5.1x1O-6 W/m 2Hz. The response time is 

T = 21f r- l = 10 ms. For chosen reflection coefficient, R , and the length of the resonator, L = 15 ,um, the damping rate 

-1 5 lOll -1 2 -1 r r2Tp == X s. Consequently, our assumption that Tp» h' COD' , is fulfilled. The dispersion length of the 

optical resonator is 1= (1- R)2/(41fJii) =40 nm. The average amplitude of the thermal oscillations is 

~(xi) = ~kBT / K = 0.65 nm. Thus, the condition of the validity of the linear approximation, 1» J(xi) , is also 

fulfilled. 

Example 2. In the second example we use the parameters of the micromirror obtained in recent laser cooling experimentsll . 


In this case a mirror with an area S 520x120 jlm2 
, the parameters are: S 520x120 jlm2 

, COD = 278.3 KHz, 


p=2.67x103 kglm3, d=2.4jlm, r 21fx13s-1 
, and T=300K, R=0.998, 'fo2=1-R 2x1O-3 

, 
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~ = 10-1 W. In this case, MMSI = 1.95 X10-9 W / m2Hz. The response time is T = 27r 1-1 = 77 ms. Comparison 

of these two cases shows that the most critical parameter is the coefficient of reflection, R . The value of the reflectance 
obtained for micromechanical Bragg mirrors 10,11 is not highest for this technology. As the authors 11 note, the Bragg mirror 
technology can provide reflection coefficients even higher than 0.999999. Micromirrors with reflectance 0.9999 for infrared 
radiation are commercially available. A micro mirror with reflectance 0.9999 was demonstrated recently in laser cooling 
experiments12. The highest micromirror reflection coefficient, 0.999985, was demonstrated in ring down microscopy13. The 
adaptation of this technology leads to a tremendous improvement in the sensitivity. For example, using the value of a 

reflection coefficient R = 0.9999, and the values of others parameters used in Example 2, we obtain 

MMSI =4.87 X10-12 W /(m2 Hz). The microcavity with flat mirrors such as used in9 has diffraction losses (leak losses) 

which can exceed the transmission losses in the case of a very high reflectivity. The efficient solution of this problem was 
realized in14, where the mirror of Fabre-Perot microresonator consists of the movable and unmovable parts. Because of the 
oscillation amplitude of the movable part of the mirror is negligible small, it does not affect the resonator losses. At the same 
time, the total area of the mirror is large enough to avoid the diffraction losses. In our estimates in Example 2 we assume that 

micromirror consists of the movable and unmovable parts, and the size of movable part, S = 520x120 Jlm2, is 

significantly smaller than the size of unmovable part. According to the expression (14), the MMSI is proportional to 
thickness of the mirror. To obtain higher sensitivity we need the thinner mirror. However, the mirror technology limits the 
thickness depending on size of the mirror. Thus, the smaller area of a movable mirror the smaller thickness can be 

manufactured. For example, using the movable mirror size of the order of the wavelength, lOx1 0 ~m2 
, we can assume that 

the thickness is of the order of 240 nm, instead 2.4 /lm which we use in the Example 2. In this case, the MMSI estimate 
above becomes less by an order of magnitude. Note that microcavity with curved mirrors in stable paraxial geometry, such as 
used in lO

, also overcomes the problem of diffraction losses. For comparison of the sensitivity of the proposed spectrometer 
with a standard IR-spectrometer with uncooled detector, consider a numerical example. We assume that conventional IR 
spectrometer is equipped with a photosensor array, in which an individual pixel is a microbolometer. We assume also that the 

conventional spectrometer operates in the spectral interval, 8- 14 Jim , and has the same spectral resolution as the proposed 

spectrometer. In our case, the spectral resolution is defined by the laser line width, which we choose equal to 

~V =30 MHz. For a conventional spectrometer, this high spectral resolution can be achieved in combination with a 

Fabry-Perot etalon. The theoretical limit for NETD of a microbolometer with pixel size of 30 X30 Jlm2 is 5 mK 

(experimental sensitivity is 20-50 mK). Our estimate uses NETD = 20 mK. The minimal measurable spectral irradiance is 

MMSI =NETD X(dP/ dT) A,.-~ X (~vr1, where (dP/ dT)A,.-~ is the slope of the black body radiation within the 

spectral band 8-14J1m: (dP/dT)A,._~=2.62Wm-2K-I. For ~v=30MHz, NETD=20mK we get 

MMSI = 1.75 xl0-9 W / (m2 Hz). Thus, the microcantilever spectrometer has a sensitivity that is almost three orders of 

magnitude better. 
THz-spectrometer: Comparison with existing technology 
In our estimates we use the specifications of a commercially available terahertz source, based on a CO2 gas cell pumped by 

a sealed CO2 laser (Coherent Inc.), which provides Ph = 100 mW with a line width of ~V =50 KHz, and has frequency
tuning interval of 0.3 THz - 4 THz. The highest reflection coefficient, 0.997, for this spectral region was observed for thin 

metal film on glass substrate15. The MEOMS mirror area is S = 300x300 Jlm2
• The minimal spectral irradiance is 

Pmin = 4.4xl0- lO W /(m 2Hz). The noise equivalent power for a conventional THz uncooled bolometer is 

NEP = 10-12 WIHz1/2 at the measurements bandwidth, 5v = 30 Hz. The minimal measurable value of the spectral 

density is P,;onv = NEPx (5V)1I2 X (~vr1 xS·1 = 1.2xlO-9 W/(m2Hz). Thus theoretical sensitivity of the proposed 

THz spectrometer is comparable with conventional spectrometers. In our estimates we use a rather high quality factor for the 
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microcantilever oscillator, OJo/r = 103- 2xl04. This quality factor is typical for microcantilevers placed in a vacuum 

chamber. The vacuum technology is well developed and is commonly used in microcantilever based thermal imagers4. 

III. THE NOISE CONTRIBUTION FROM LASER INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS 

In our sensitivity analysis in Section II, we take into account explicitly the phase noise in the form of the spectral distribution 
of the field correlation moment in Exp. (7). However, the intensity fluctuation of the heterodyne laser gives an additional 
contribution to the system noise due to the first term in the right side of Eq. (4). To take into account this part of the noise, 

we present the heterodyne laser power in the form pin\ (t) =p~n\ 8~ (t), where the term 8~ (t) is the intensity 

fluctuations. To calculate the contribution of the intensity fluctuations to the amplitude oscillations x(t) , we consider Eq. (4) 

without the second and third terms on the right side of the equation 

x+ri+OJ~x =28P/em. (15) 

Using Eq. (15) we can write the equation for the spectral amplitude 

2 2'r) ( ) 28~(OJ)(OJo -OJ -l OJ X OJ = , (16) 
em 

where the correlation moment of 8~ (OJ) is given by 

(8P(OJ)8P(OJ')) = 8(OJ+ OJ') (J5;nt rRIN(OJ), (17) 

(Jp2(OJ) ) 
where RIN(OJ) = is the relative intensity noise. The average square oscillation amplitude is given by 

(p~ntr 

(x~ (t)) = IfdOJdOJ' exp[i(OJ+ OJ')tJ( x(OJ)x(OJ')). (18) 

Using the solution ofEq. (16) we obtain 

X2 (t)) = 47ri{2RIN(OJ)
( (19) 

N e2m2OJ2r(1- R)2 ' 

where p:nt = i{1(1- R)2 . Let's estimate RIN(OJ) for the case in which fluctuations of oscillation amplitude of the 

micromirror xN (t) due to the laser intensity noise are comparable with thermal fluctuations. From equality 

T(x! (t)) ==. kb we get 

mOJ2 


2
 
RIN(OJ) = kbTe m(l; R)2r. (20) 

2~ 
For values of parameters: 

m = pxSxd, S=520x120 Jim2
, p=2.67xIQ3 kg, d=2.4 Jim, R=0.9999, r=30 Hz, Ph =0.1 W 

we get RIN(OJ) = -16.85 dB/Hz. The considerations above show that to obtain the thermal fluctuation limit, one must 

use a laser with a rather low relative intensity noise, RIN ~ -17 dB/Hz. 
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In recent experiments it was shown that a quantum cascade (QC) laser has this value ofR1N at a temperature of 88 K, and for 
the laser power of about of several tens of mWIG. Theoretical analysis shows that this value of RIN can be obtained at room 
temperature as well17. 

IV. THERMAL RADIATION DETECTOR 

Thermal imaging usually exploits broad band infrared radiation corresponding to the window of atmospheric transparency 8 
14 pm. For these applications we consider a scheme in which the IR radiation intensity is modulated by the optical 

modulator at a frequency equal to the resonance cantilever frequency, mo' To fulfill the resonance condition for each 

spectral component of the thermal radiation broad spectrum, it is necessary to send different spectral components at certain 

A 
different angles. The resonance condition in the microcavity is Leos B = - N, where L is the initial length of the 

2 
microcavity, B is the angle between the microcavity axis and the direction of propagation of the light (see Fig. 2), 

N = 1, 2,3.... The different wavelengths correspond to the different angles, at which the resonance condition is fulfilled. It 

is possible to obtain these conditions using a diffraction micrograting with a surface oriented perpendicular to the surface of 
the micricavaties. (See Fig. 2). The diffraction angle satisfies the condition, 1cos B=A, where I is the period of the 
grating. We assume to utilize microgratings with a single diffraction maximum. Both resonance conditions lead to a 

relationship between the microcavity length and the grating period, 1=2LN-1
• All microoptical elements could be 


fabricated as a monolithic matrix and bonded with the micro cavity matrix. 

The motion of the micromirror is described as the motion of a harmonic oscillator perturbed by a time modulated radiation 

pressure force and by thermal noise: 


x+Ci+m~x=AM(t)IEJ + F, (21) 
m 

where M (t) is the power modulation function, M (t) =0.5[1 +reos(mot)] , F is the thermal noise force. As in section 2, 

we assume that the resonance frequency mo and the damping rate r are much less than bandwidth of the microcavity. We 

assume also that the amplitude oscillation of mirror is much smaller than the wave length. Thus, the intensity inside and 
outside the microcavity are related through the formula for stationary fields: 

rxtT,2 
I = s 0 (22) 

s (1 R)2' 

1 
The solution ofEq. (21) can be written in the form x(t) =Xo +- Xs exp(imot) +C.c., where Xo is a constant shift of the 

2 
micromirror from its equilibrium position. The expression for Xs can be found from Eq. (21) 

(lex! S)2 
X2 = s (23) 

s 2m2m~c2r2(1- R)2 . 

In the expression (23) we assumed that T; = 1 - R. 

The average square amplitude of the micromirror oscillations induced by the thermal noise is: 
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(x?;(t») = kB
\. (24) 

mwo 
The minimal measurable value of intensity is given by the equality: 

Collimating 
microlens 

~ 

(25) 


Fig. 2. Setup of the broadband thermal radiation detector. 

From equality (25) we get 

I:::'" [2Pdc'r'k{(1- R)' r (26) 

The noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) is: 

NETD I:in[(dPldT)A._~ (27) 

where p is the density of the micromirror material and d is the micromirror thickness. We choose the following values of 

microcavity parameters: S = 140x140 jim2
, p = 2.33x103 kg/m3, (dP I dT)A._~ 2.62 Wm·2 K-1 

, 

d =1 jim, r =30 Hz, T =300 K, R =0.99999, Wo =4.5 MHz. For these values of the parameters Eq. (27) 0 

gives, NETD = 6.8 mK . Additional progress in the reflection coating potentially leads to significantly higher sensitivity. 
Thus, for the reflection coefficient, R =0.999999 and for the same values of other parameters as used above, we have 
NETD =0.68 mK. To compare the sensitivity our opto-mechanical detector with the sensitivity of conventional 
microbolometers, one must take into account that the sensitivity of the conventional microbolometer is inversely proportional 

to the photosensitive area. If the sensitivity of conventional microbolometer with the area, 50x50 jim2 
, is 10 mK 

(Raytheon18), then for a microbolometer with the area, 140x140 jim2 
, the sensitivity is 1.275 mK. Thus our opto
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mechanical detector potentially has a sensitivity comparable with the best conventional microbolometer. Although the 
theoretical limit for the conventional microbolometer is lower, this limit cannot be achieved without severe performance 
compromises. Practical devices typically lag theoretical performance by a factor of 3 to 6. These limitations are due to the 
physics of the detection strategy and are not shared by a radiation pressure sensor. By measuring changes in resistance, 
capacitance or banding of a microcantilever, conventional bolometers actually measure temperature changes Il.T due to 
radiation absorption. The dynamic thermal exchange between the detector and its surroundings is one of the fundamental 
noise sources that appear as fluctuations in the detector temperature. The sensitivity of these measurements is limited by 
temperature fluctuations or, which leads to square root dependence of NETD on thermal conductance 

NETDrF - )Gr , where NETDlF is that part of NETD due to temperature fluctuations. For example, a bolometer based 

on a bimaterial microcantilever array has the theoretical limit for temperature fluctuation noise, NETD=6.56 mK3
• To reduce 

this limit, high thermal isolation is needed. However, the highest thermal isolation is limited by the requirement for fast 

response time of the imager, which is inversely proportional to the thermal conductance G;l. In the radiation pressure 

sensor, the sensitivity limit is determined by the thermo-mechanical noise, which depends on the square root of the average 
temperature T, but not on fluctuations. (See Eq. (26).) As a result, our method is practically insensitive to temperature 
fluctuations. This is one of the main advantages of our approach. 

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

For numerical simulations we use Eqs. (2,4). The thermal noise and the signal are simulated by a standard random number 
generator, which produces a random sequence of pulses. The time duration of these pulses, Il.t, is much shorter than the 

oscillation period of the microcantilever, T = 27r/COo = 40ll.t . The probability of the pulse amplitude is uniform in the 

interval [-a/h,s' a/h,s J. To avoid undesirable correlations between the signal and thermal noise processes, we use two 

different random pulse generators. We find that for nonlinear oscillations, when the amplitude of thermal oscillations, Xr, is 

comparable with the optical resonator dispersion length, 1, the nonlinearity leads to a significant decrease in the signal-to
noise ratio. Thus, the nonlinearity is an undesirable feature. The values of parameters, chosen above in Section II, provide a 
linear regime of microcantilever oscillations. To control the linearity, we calculate the mean square amplitude only for the 

thermal noise (x?;. (t)) of the cantilever (without a signal). Then, we calculate the mean square signal amplitude (x; (t)) 
which includes the thermal noise of radiation but does not include the thermal noise of the cantilever. Finally, we calculate 

the mean square amplitude (X2 (t») for conditions in which both noises, of the radiation and of the cantilever exist. In the 

linear case, the last sum is equal to the sum of the mean square amplitudes calculated separately: 

(x2 (t) ) = (x?;. (t)) +(x; (t)) . 
As shown in Section II, the highest sensitivity is obtained when the optical resonator is tuned to exact resonance with the 

both heterodyne and the signal fields. However, the non-resonant term in Eq. (4) induces a shift of the equilibrium position 
of the amplitude of oscillations. Nevertheless, the optimal position can be obtained by introducing an initial off-set of the 
position of the cantilever relative to the resonance. This could be achieved, for example, by using a feedback loop which 
measures the level of the heterodyne intensity after passing the resonator and feeds it back to a piezo-ceramic substrate which 

shifts the initial position of the cantilever. The dependence of the optimal equilibrium position of the cantilever, x ' on the e 

heterodyne power for different initial deviation, xO' is presented in Fig. 3. These dependences demonstrate the well

known l9 bi-stable type of curves. To avoid undesirable instability, a practically acceptable regio~ must be chosen outside of 

the bi-stable region. The dependence of the MMSI on the heterodyne external power, p", for the optimal initial deviation 
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for each value, P;" is presented in Fig. 4. As can seen, the value P;, =10-3 W corresponds to 

MMSI =3.5xl0-6 Wlm 2Hz, which is in qualitative agreement with the analytical estimate given in Section 2 

(Example 1) for the same value of the heterodyne power, MMSI = 5.1xlO-6 W1m2Hz. 

Fig. 3. Dependence of a microcantilever equilibrium position Xe on the power of the heterodyne laser. 
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The dependence of the MMSI on the heterodyne external power, p;" for the optimal initial deviation for each value, P;" is 

presented in Fig. 4. As can seen, the value P;, = 10-3 W corresponds to MMSI == 3.5 X10-6 wim2 Hz, which is in 

qualitative agreement with the analytical estimate given in Section 2 (Example 1) for the same value of the heterodyne 

power, MMSI =5.1xlO-6 Wlm2Hz. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have described a far infrared (terahertz), uncooled detector based on a micromirror as a radiation pressure sensor for 
spectroscopic applications and for imaging. This radiation pressure sensor potentially has sensitivity at the level and better 
than the best conventional uncooled detectors. 
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